
Provide heat to give complete 
warmth to the body when working 
in cold conditions.

The Northern Diver ‘Electracore’ 
heated vest has been designed and 
manufactured with your comfort 
and warmth in mind. 

The three heat settings allow you to 
pick a temperature that suits you 
and if it happens that you want to 
raise or lower the temperature, the 
switch has been positioned in an 
easy to reach position to the left of 
your midri� – ensuring that even 
when you’re wearing your suit, the 
button remains easy to access.

The Electracore has been made 
using a �exible 3.0mm black 
neoprene shell along with a snug 
�eece inner lining maintaining 
comfort for the user, whilst also 
insulating and re�ecting the heat 
back on to the body, so even if the 
vest is turned o�, there will still be 
noticeable thermal bene�ts. The 
colour of the On/O� button will 
identify the heat of the vest. 

The built in heat panels are 
waterproof, CE approved and 
conforms to EN 61000-6-1:2019, EN 
61000-6-3:2007/A 1 :2011/AC:2012. 

Why use a heat vest?
Working e�ciency increases
Working safety increases
Mobility is better (no need to wear 
multiple layers)
Comfort increases
Even though you don’t move, you 
feel warm

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colours available: black

Note the battery pack is NOT waterproof. 
This garment has been designed to be worn 
underneath a drysuit when being used in 
and around water.

VESTS

electracore
3.0mm Rechargeable Heated Vest

DESCRIPTION

HEATED-VEST-SIZE

STOCK CODE
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Please note: Runtimes will be reduced if the power to the vest is repeatedly turned on and o� during use.

1000 MA

Temperature

Run Times

Colour Of Light

High Setting

50 degrees

1hrs 40mins

Red

Mid Setting

40 degrees

3hrs

White

Low Setting

25 degrees

3hrs 20mins

Blue


